Hélouvry, Joanne


Langmead, Joseph M.


Cook, Donelda A.


Crews, Robin J.


Kumar, Ekta


Linz Dickinson, Megan E.

Parcover, Jason A.

Schreck, Janet Simon

Biology

Brogan, Rebecca S.

Kazi, Armina A.

Rivers, David B.

Scheifele, Lisa Z.
Thompson, Christopher


Chemistry

Dahl, Elizabeth E.


Classics

Pandey, Nandini B.


Communication

Becker, Amy B.


Rosas-Moreno, Tania


Whitehead, Karsonya Wise


**Computer Science**

**Anderson, Julie A.**


**Binkley, David W.**


**Eastman, Roger D.**

Isaacman, Sibren


Lawrie, Dawn J.


Olsen, Megan


Raunak, Mohammad S.


Economics

Derrick, Frederick W.


McCornac, Dennis C.


Méndez, Fabio


Ramamurthy, Srikanth


Samuel, Andrew


Schwartz, Jeremy


Scott, Charles E.


Sedgley, Norman H.

Williams, Nancy A.


Education

Erford, Bradley T.


Hersi, Afra A.


Lewis, Mark A.


Linde, Lynn E.


Marcovitz, David M.


Richmond, Lee J.


Rock, Elana E.


Simmons, Robert W., III


Watkinson, Jennifer


Engineering

Fenner, Raenita A.


English

Miola, Robert S.


Norman, Brian J.


Osteen, Mark W.


Finance

D'Souza, Frank P.


Fulkerson, Jon A.


Johnson, Mark A.


Shin, Yoon S.


Fine Arts

Akre, Mary Beth


Bianchini, Natka


History

DeVries, Kelly R.


Hetrick, Matthew J.


Hughes, Steven C.


Pegram, Thomas R.


Schmidt, Elizabeth


Schoppa, R. Keith


Information Systems and Operations Management

DiGangi, Paul M.

Jefferson, Theresa


Phillips-Wren, Gloria


Srinivasan, Ravikanth


Tallon, Paul


Yeo, M. Lisa


Law and Social Responsibility

Kennedy, Elizabeth J.


Runnels, Michael B.


Management and International Business

Cummings, Jeffrey


Everett, John T.


Lorenzi, Peter


Michel, John W.


Marketing

Athaide, Gerard A.

Klink, Richard R.


Kulkarni, Gauri


Zhang, Qiyu (Jason)


Zhao, Guangzhi (Terry)


Mathematics and Statistics

Auer, Richard E.


Heinz, Daniel S.


Knapp, Michael P.


Morrell, Christopher H.


Oberbroeckling, Lisa A.


Sarkar-Dey, Dipa


Schneider, Michael F.


Shah, Mili I.


Tao, Jiyuan


Modern Languages and Literatures

Applauso, Nicolino


Donaldson, Randall P.


Gómez-Pérez, Ana


Harper, Matthew


Lewis, Tasha N.


Nell, Sharon

Ward, Thomas


Zhang, Yu


Pastoral Counseling and Spiritual Care

Cheston, Sharon E.


Ciarrocchi, Joseph W.


Edara, Inna R.


Fenzel, L. Mickey


Fox, Jesse


Magyar-Russell, Gina


Maynard, Elizabeth Ann


Mutai, Wairimu W.


Oakes, K. Elizabeth


Piedmont, Ralph L.


Rhoades, Colin J.

Richardson, Frank J., Jr.

Rodgerson, Thomas E.

Shannon, Donna K.

Snodgrass, Jill

Stewart-Sicking, Joseph A.

Wicks, Robert J.


**Philosophy**

**Bagley, Paul J.**


**Biss, Mavis L.**


**Blum, Paul Richard**


Boothby, Richard P.


Burns, Michael O'Neill


Davis, Bret W.


Gursozlu, Fuat


Leder, Drew L.


McAleer, Graham James


Peck, John W.


Physics

Erdas, Andrea


Ganem, Joseph


Heyer, Inge


Psychology

Barnett, Jeffrey E.


Barry, Carolyn McNamara


Bike, Denise H.


Carlucci, Marianna E.


Carter, La Keita D.


Golom, Frank D.

Green-Hennessy, Sharon


Grover, Rachel L.


Higginson, Christopher I.


Johnson, Adanna J.


Kirkhart, Matthew W.


Kotchick, Beth A.


Lating, Jeffrey M.


Lyons, Heather Z.


Papadakis, Alison A.


Prenoveau, Jason M.


Sherman, Martin F.


Sociology

Dolinsky, Rebecca C.


Gawerc, Michelle I.


Hendrick, Joshua


Peyrot, Mark F.


Speech Language Pathology/Audiology

Atticks, Andrea


Caesar, Lena G.


Gallena, Sally


Kumin, Libby


Pitts, Donna


Preis, Janet

Schoenbrodt, Lisa


Siren, Kathleen


Stauder, Erin


Theology

Bauerschmidt, Frederick C.


Conley, John J., S.J.


Gregerman, Adam


Kiess, John R.


Lehmijoki-Gardner, Maiju

McClain, Daniel


Writing

Balbo, Ned


Brizee, H. Allen


Houghton, Timothy D.


O'Neill, Peggy


Ryan, Teresa


Satterfield, Jane

Satterfield, J. (2013). In a time of troubles. North Dakota Quarterly, 80(1), 104-109..


**Southworth, Lucas**


**Tanner, Ron**


**Zimmerelli, Lisa D.**

De Vinne, Christine N., O.S.U.


Easton, Donna C.


Shields, Christina A.


Biology

Williamson, Sheara


Business/Economics

Yoe, Charles

Classical/Modern Languages

Sweeney, Patricia C.


Communication Arts

Philbin, Guy


Criminology

Van Brakle, Mischelle L.


Education

Bull, Kelly B.


Dupuis, Juliann


Fitzgerald, Mary, SSND


Hearn, Meghan

Murphy, Melissa M.


Schaaf, Ryan


English

DelRosso, Jeana M.


Farrington, Gene


Puhak, Shelley


Mathematics/Physics

Conant, Darcy


Nursing

Barbour, Jessalyn R.

Rosenthal, Sara A.


Pharmacy

Carvalho, Paulo


Hughes, Caitlin


Lin, Anne Y. F.


Park, Sharon


Roland, Brian E.

Philosophy

Melton, Desirée


O'Donovan, Maeve M.


Psychology/Sociology

Daniel, Samantha


Mouratidis, Maria


Religious Studies

Hickey, Wakoh Shannon
